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Intro: 

Welcome to a new calendar year and the January edition of Viewfinder.  Here’s hoping that we can all 
continue to develop our photography skills, and to achieve some success with our images, during this 
coming year. 

Many thanks to Emma for producing many previous issues, and in particular for her interesting articles. 
Her good work constitutes a difficult act to follow but, as a result of a remark from me to a committee 
member towards the end of last year – a good example of foot in mouth disease - I have been asked to 
produce this monthly document. 

The only two qualifications I have for this role are that I am an enthusiastic amateur photographer and 
that I volunteered!  Having taken up digital photography, as my main pastime when I retired a few years 
ago, I decided to join HHPS. Although I’m still a novice, since then I have learned my way around a DSLR, 
and I have even managed to capture and process some shots that have pleased judges in the competitions. 
So I suppose, considering those achievements and relating them to a career of four decades in teaching, 
for which the well-known G.B.Shaw adage is, "Those who can do; those who can't teach", I might now be 
over-qualified for this job! 

Each month, I will attempt to write and include a snippet or two that might be useful, helpful, or 
interesting but, of course, it is not possible to please everyone. Viewfinder belongs to the members, so if I 
have written something that is incorrect, or with which you disagree, or which you can improve, or about 
which you can give further information, please email a constructive and helpful contribution, for inclusion 
in a future edition. Also, of course, if ever you are able to write a piece about anything regarding 
photography that might interest other members (in particular, something for the more advanced 
members), please do contribute that also. 

Philip 

 

Info and News: 

Our Annual Exhibition was very successful, attracting not only many members of the public to view the 
wonderful variety of images on display, but also our local MP, Mike Penning. He enjoyed chatting to 
members and viewing the exhibits, and he was impressed by the very high standard displayed. HHPS has 
gained 14 new members this season, and 13 of them were attracted by our exhibition. Thanks to all 
involved in any way with the organization, setting up, supervising, and clearing. There is more to see 
regarding the exhibition in the article on the HHPS web site. 

Our Christmas charity collection at the Monday evening meetings raised £60.00. This was donated to one 
of our local charities, DENS – the Dacorum Emergency Night Shelter. To quote from their web site: “DENS 
began in 1998 as a temporary night shelter, rotating between seven churches during winter. In 2003 the 
permanent Night Shelter opened, which was replaced in 2015 by The Elms (at Grove Hill). DENS houses, 
supports and empowers vulnerable single homeless people, and others in crisis, to transform their lives.” 
You can read more about DENS at www.dens.org.uk . 
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Images: 

The good quality of output from our members continues, impressing the independent external judges 
invited to comment on our photographs in the internal league competitions. In addition, in the recent 
Rosebowl Competition against three other clubs, our entries scored very well, giving a total score that put 
HHPS in 2nd place. Two of our members gained the maximum 20 out of 20 score, with one of them 
achieving the highest accolade – one of the judge’s two Stars. 

 

Featuring those two top scoring photos this month, the first 20/20 
image is by Sophie Saunders, entitled “Ruben”, and shot at home under 
studio lighting with a black backdrop. A single key light used with soft 
box angled down towards the boys face so he is looking towards the 
light; a second light illuminating his back so he is segregated from the 
backdrop. 

 

Sophie used a hand-held full-frame DSLR (Canon 5D) set at ISO 200, 
with a 24-105mm zoom lens at 58mm and set to f/8. She processed the 
raw file in Photoshop, then in Nik software to increase structure to 
produce the grain and increase contrast, this layer overlaying the 
original at 20% opacity, to display mostly the original image so that the 
filter is subtle.  As it was a mono filter, this desaturated the image too, 
for a pale effect that suited the mood of the image. Finally the edges 
were burnt so he merged with the background – “I didn’t need that 
back light after all!” 

 

Sophie also adds a helpful point: “Ruben is not happy in front of the camera and I find that with people 
who are not natural with a lens pointing at them, then a side view works well.  They can relax and a much 
more natural shot can be taken. The hoodie also provides cover to hide behind and the simple colours and 
textures add to the mood of contemplation, a mood that was not as strong without the hood up.” 

 

The second 20/20 image is Ian Daily’s, entitled “Despair”, which also received a Star from the judge.  

Ian captured this scene while on holiday in Copenhagen, 
during July 2014. He used an APS-C format DSLR (Pentax 
K-5) hand-held, to capture a colour digital image at ISO 
1000. The camera was set to Auto white balance and the 
shutter speed at 1/60 second, and the lens, an 18-
250mm zoom (Sigma) was set to f/11. 

Ian often works on his images using an Android Tablet 
computer as he did with this one. The JPEG file was first edited with the Snapseed software on the tablet, 
where it was given the appearance of an HDR effect, and the image was then fine tuned on a PC using 
Photoshop Elements 13. 

 

Results: 

On the following pages are the league competition results tables for Round 2, and the overall results up to 
the end of 2015: 
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P.S. 

This month I want to mention a feature of some photos which I find sometimes distracting, but first to 
relate a real-life distraction that happened back in November. 

 

Having visited the Debenhams restaurant for breakfast, I 
decided to take a few shots with my compact camera. 
While shooting from the high-level footbridge (just to 
clarify - with a camera), I became aware of half a 
conversation nearby. Just inside the car park there was a 
small lady of senior middle-age, undoubtedly an 
Environmental Hygiene Officer (i.e. a cleaner) and 
reminiscent of Rosa Klebb (From Russia With Love), 
saying into her walkie-talkie, "He's here now, on the 
bridge, about 5 yards away from me." 

 

I realised what was happening and sure enough, a couple of minutes later, a security man arrived to 
question my motives for taking photos. The best way to respond, as I have found on a few previous 
occasions elsewhere, is to remain polite, calm and  cooperative. So I told him, and showed him my various 
photos of the River Gade with the bridges, the Magic Roundabout, and the Kodak tower.  

 

He was also pleasant and polite, and seemed satisfied 
that I was not a terrorist and that he had done his 
Jobsworth's duty. But this reminded me that, according 
to all the information that I have found on the Inter-
Web, it is legal for us to take photographs of anything 
and anyone in a public place. Perhaps what I should 
have realised, but did not until this incident, is that 
Riverside is not a public place (!), so be aware that if 
you are taking photos there, or somewhere similar, you 
might expect a legitimate enquiry by security staff. 

 

Now back to the other distraction, namely the result of an unintended 
deviation from either the horizontal or the vertical. (Please note, this is 
not about the tilting of an image for artistic effect.) Some examples in 
which this can appear are: photographs of tall upright buildings which 
look as though they are leaning over; shots that include the sea horizon 
or a lake, in which it looks as though the water should be running off the 
print or screen. 

 

So here is my Viewfinder point - although the viewfinder displays an 
electronic level meter, somehow I still find it all too easy to capture 
wonky images when hand-holding my camera. Such faults can spoil an 
image intended for display, so it is important to look out for them. They 
can easily be corrected in most image editing software - there might 
even be a special tool to straighten horizontals or verticals which also 
auto-crops the skewed image back to a rectangle. If not, a small 
rotation followed by a manual rectangular crop will do the trick.  
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Here's hoping I can do more straight-shooting in 2016!  

Philip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help! 

If you have any stories to share, or some useful hints and tips to pass on to other members, please think of 
Viewfinder.  Maybe you have an image that tells a story, demonstrates a photographic technique or the 
use of a much-loved piece of equipment.  If there is anything that you would like to describe or explain 
for the members, you might consider doing an article for inclusion in a future Viewfinder. In particular, it 
would be great to have something to interest the more advanced members, as I am still very much a 
novice, so the level of Philip’s Snippets (the P.S.) in Viewfinder will probably reflect that status!  

If you have anything to contribute, please email using the address in the footer, or see me on a Monday 
evening. Thank you. 

Philip 
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